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When two aimless young men bond over a gun hobby, a 
project to build an AR-10 rifle puts their friendship and sanity 

to the test.
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Official Website (stills & posters): 
http://shadowofagun.com 

Official Trailer link: 
https://vimeo.com/315995749 

Secure Online Screener: 
https://vimeo.com/281922068 
(password: 123) 

 

“So very relevant right now… Allows us to reflect on 
guns in America in a way that's wholly different.” 

— Ryan Koo, director 
(Netflix’s Amateur)

http://shadowofagun.com
https://vimeo.com/280035523
https://vimeo.com/281922068


Story Summary 
Tom is a responsible working-class gun hobbyist who befriends his 
neighbor Jason, a disillusioned son of wealthy parents. Lacking a job or 
passion, Jason adopts Tom’s fascination for firearms and begins the 
process of building an AR-10 with Tom’s help. As Tom and Jason's 
bond grows stronger, Tom drifts from his girlfriend Alexa, who doesn’t 
understand their hobby… 

Faced with severe health issues, Tom is forced to change his lifestyle, 
which Jason has become a strong part of. Jason starts wearing a WWI 
mask and picking fights with strangers at parties. After finishing the gun, 
Jason's dangerous nature is revealed to Tom and they stop 
communicating. When Tom has a respiratory event that leaves him 
hospitalized, Jason, left alone at the edge of his sanity, confronts 
Alexa… 

“A tender examination 
of America’s casual 
obsession with guns. 
Pure naturalism.” 
— Caroline Thompson, 
screenwriter  
(Edward Scissorhands)

“Forgoes the low-hanging 
fruit of condemnation…  
A nuanced narrative.” 

— Kevin Rakestraw 
(FilmPulse)



 

Director Bio 
Micah Van Hove is a director, producer and DP who has been exploring the 
possibilities in micro-budget cinema since 2009. His first feature film 
MENTHOL (from the producer of BOYZ N THE HOOD) premiered at the 
2014 Santa Barbara International Film Festival. Micah's second directorial 
effort SHADOW OF A GUN won the Narrative Feature Audience Award at the 
2018 Knoxville Film Festival. Recently, Micah's short film DEL ARCO VACÍO 
was selected as the #1 finalist for Black Factory Cinema's program with 
Werner Herzog in Peru. 

Micah's music video work for artists like Weyes Blood, Alex G and Ariel Pink 
has premiered on Pitchfork, Rolling Stone, Vice, NPR and more. As a regular 
writer for No Film School since 2013, Micah has reached millions of readers in 
his effort to stimulate discourse around films that reflect a commitment to 
personal and courageous work.

https://vimeo.com/ondemand/menthol
https://vimeo.com/280035523
evernote-html-snippet:///del-arco-vacio


 

Director’s Statement 
“When I stumbled upon my roommate building an AR-15 rifle in our 
garage, I started to ask myself some questions about the lure and 
function of the firearm, both culturally and personally. Shadow of a Gun 
was born out the stories of two close friends coming to terms with the 
role guns play in America and in our own lives. We pushed ourselves to 
look beyond the political poles of gun ownership and instead examine 
the effect of “the gun” — its glow, its seductive aura and the effect of its 
power on a nascent friendship. 

The polarizing discourse around firearm ownership has proven to be a 
treacherous battleground of ideologies and temperaments. We do not 
shy away from this complexity, and the result is a blending of reality and 
fiction to create two characters who have drastically different emotional 
responses to guns. Shadow of a Gun is equal parts disarming and tense
—an incisive look at the emblem of the American identity.” 

“Spot-on critique of contemporary 
masculinity. Rides the line between 
nihilistic humor and real darkness.” 
— Brandon Colvin, director  
(Sabbatical, Frames)

“Harrowing… Meticulous. ” 
— Jessica Peña 
(Jumpcut Online)



Press 
SHADOW OF A GUN REVIEW 
November 8th, 2018 — By Kevin Rakestraw 
https://filmpulse.net/shadow-of-a-gun-review 
“Given the dire circumstances of our current collective atmosphere regarding semi-automatic rifles, I’m sure 
some will be dismissive given Van Hove’s decision to center a protagonist that is by all accounts a 
responsible gun owner. Not only a responsible gun owner but one who’s favorite gun happens to an AR-15 
but when watching Tom respectfully care for and operate his weapon with his level of attentiveness it is 
difficult to say that he shouldn’t be able to own one.” 

REVIEW: Shadow of a Gun (2018) 
November 11th, 2018 — Jump Cut Online 
https://jumpcutonline.com/2018/11/18/review-shadow-of-a-gun-2018 
“Van Hove’s film is a patient wait toward the inevitable. In its climax it still manage	 s to tell more about our 
antagonist’s pursuits. It’s not always predictable and Van Hove’s script, developed by Jeffrey Reeser, 
alongside Pino and King, is an electrifying meditation on these social effects.” 

Using Non-Actors to Push Reality Boundaries (Editorial by director) 
June 3rd, 2016 — No Film School 
https://nofilmschool.com/2016/03/using-non-actors-push-reality-boundaries 
“Last spring, a strange thing happened: I walked into my garage and stumbled upon my roommate building 
an AR-15 rifle. This, naturally, led me into a line of questioning: "Why are you building this? What does this 
piece do? What's your favorite place to go shooting?" The mechanism of a firearm was mysterious to me, 
but I ended up watching him at his workbench and eventually running to the other room to get my camera.”  

https://filmpulse.net/shadow-of-a-gun-review
https://jumpcutonline.com/2018/11/18/review-shadow-of-a-gun-2018
https://nofilmschool.com/2016/03/using-non-actors-push-reality-boundaries
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“Timely. Provocative. Necessary.” 
— David Shields, author (Reality Hunger)
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